About Panoramas on iPads & iPhones

Taking a **Horizontal Panorama** in iOS (camera must be vertical, not horizontal position) Think...landscapes, ocean scenes, and similar.

Camera must be in this position:

Visit:
https://iphonephotographyschool.com/panoramic/

--------------------

Taking a **Vertical Panorama** in iOS Think...tall buildings, statues, and similar.

Camera must be in this position:

It turns out, you can do the same thing, but vertically, if you know this trick. This will give you a really tall picture, allowing you to capture things like the full height of a tree, for instance. All you have to do is turn on Pano mode on your iPhone, then rotate your device 90 degrees. You turn your iPhone like you were taking a landscape photo, tap the shutter button, and then move your iPhone upwards.


Also, saying the same thing:

It seems counter-intuitive, but it’s true – **you can take vertical panoramic** photos with your **iPhone** too. Simply rotate your iPhone **horizontally** so that you're holding it in **landscape** orientation and instead of panning **horizontally**, pan **vertically** – from low to high or high to low. Oct 17, 2014
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